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Copyright Infringement –Policies and Sanctions 

1. Copiers in the library carry this copyright notice: 

"Notice: The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, U.S. Code) governs the making 

of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material; the person using this 

equipment is liable for any infringement." 

2. The appropriate use policy for the campus network begins with this warning: 

The following actions constitute irresponsible and unacceptable use of the Internet and 

Ferrum College computers: 

 “sending or receiving copyrighted materials without permission;” 

3. The library policies page links to copyright resources at the Virginia Tech Digital Library 

and Archives: 

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/copyright/ 

4. All sent or received interlibrary loan articles include a copyright notice that I will attach 

as a scan. 

 

5. The library policies page also includes the following information about media items and 

copyright: 

Copyright and Audiovisual Materials 
 

FILMS AND VIDEO 

 

Classroom Use 

 

Possession of a film or video does not confer the right to show the work. The copyright owner 

specifies, at the time of purchase or rental, the circumstances in which a film or video may be 

“performed”. For example, videocassettes and DVDs from a video rental outlet usually bear a 

label that specifies “Home Use Only”. 

 

However, whatever the labeling or licensing, use of these media is permitted in an educational 

institution so long as certain conditions are met. Section 110 (1) of the Copyright Act of 1976 

specifies that the following is permitted: Performance or display of a work by instructors or 

pupils in the course of face-to-face teaching activities of a nonprofit educational institution, in a 

classroom or similar place devoted to instruction, unless, in the case of a motion picture or other 

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/copyright/
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/copyright/
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audiovisual work, the performance, or the display of individual images is given by means of a 

copy that was not lawfully made...and that the person responsible for the performance knew or 

had reason to believe was not lawfully made. 

 

Additional text of the Copyright Act and portions of the House Report (94-1476) combine to 

provide the following, more detailed list of conditions [from What Educators Should Know 

About Copyright, by Virginia M. Helm; Bloomington, IN, Phi Delta Kappa Educational 

Foundation, 1986]: 

 They must be shown as part of the instructional program.  

 They must be shown by students, instructors, or guest lecturers.  

 They must be shown either in a classroom or other school location devoted to instruction 

such as a studio, workshop, library, gymnasium, or auditorium if it is used for instruction.  

 They must be shown in a face-to-face setting where students and teacher(s) are in the 

same room or general area.  

 They must be shown only to students and educators.  

 They must be shown using a legitimate (that is, not illegally reproduced) videotape or 

DVD with the copyright notice included.  

Further, the relationship between the film or video and the course must be explicit. Films or 

videos, even in a “face-to-face” classroom setting, may not be used for entertainment or 

recreation, whatever the work’s intellectual content. 

 

Use Outside the Classroom 

 

Besides use in classrooms, videocassettes and DVDs that are owned by the college may 

ordinarily be viewed by students, faculty or staff in the study carrels or the group study rooms in 

the Library. These videos may also be viewed at home (e.g., in a dorm room or apartment), as 

long as no more than a few friends are involved. Larger audiences, such as groups that might 

assemble in a residence hall living room, require explicit permission from the copyright owner 

for “public performance” rights. No admission fees for viewing a video are permitted even when 

public performance rights are obtained. 

 

Copying Videotapes 

 

Copying videotapes without the copyright owner’s permission is illegal. An exception is made 

for libraries to replace a work that is lost or damaged if another copy cannot be obtained at a fair 

price [Section 108 of the Copyright Act of 1976]. 
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Off-Air Recording 

 

Absent a formal agreement, “Guidelines for Off-the-Air Recording of Broadcast Programming 

for Educational Purposes”, an official part of the Copyright Act’s legislative history, applies to 

most off-air recording [from Virginia M. Helms, supra]: 

 Off-air recordings must be made only at the request of an individual instructor for 

instructional purposes, not by staff in anticipation of later requests. 

 Videotaped recordings may be kept for no more than 45 calendar days after the recording 

date, at which time the tapes must be erased. 

 Videotaped recordings may be shown to students only within the first 10 school days of 

the 45-day retention period. 

 The recordings are to be shown to students no more than two times during the 10-day 

period, and the second time only for necessary instructional reinforcement. 

 The taped recordings may be viewed after the 10-day period only by instructors for 

evaluation purposes, that is, to determine whether to include the broadcast program in the 

curriculum in the future. 

 If several instructors request videotaping of the same program, duplicate copies are 

permitted to meet the need: all copies are subject to the same restrictions as the original 

recording. 

 The off-air recordings may not be physically or electronically altered or combined with 

others to form anthologies, but they need not necessarily be used or shown in their 

entirety. 

 All copies of off-air recordings must include the copyright notice on the broadcast 

program as recorded. 

Note that these guidelines apply only to broadcast television. Recording of almost all cable and 

satellite programming (HBO, Lifetime, TNT, MTV, etc.) is prohibited. Two notable exceptions 

to this rule are The Learning Channel (TLC) and C-SPAN (I & II). 

 

Certain public broadcasting services (Public Broadcasting Service, Public Television Library, 

Great Plains National Instructional Television Library, and Agency for Instructional Television) 

impose similar restrictions but specifically limit use to only the seven-day period following local 

broadcast [Virginia M. Helms, supra]. 

 

Licenses may be obtained for copying and off-air recording, although these usually require a fee. 

 

Due to the above viewing restrictions, off-air recordings cannot be placed on reserve in the 

library. 
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SOUND RECORDINGS 

 

Non-Music Recordings (including books on tape) 

Cassettes or disks may not be copied unless replacement recordings from a commercial source 

cannot be obtained at a fair price. Recording brief excerpts is considered fair use, however. 

 

Music Recordings 

A single copy may be made for the purpose of constructing aural exercises or examinations. 

Otherwise, the restrictions on copying non-music recordings apply. 

 

SLIDES AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

Reproduction 

 

Whenever possible, FPC will either purchase slides and photographs from authorized sources or 

will borrow from institutions which offer licensing for single-copy reproduction. In either case, 

further copying would be prohibited. 

 

Occasionally, slides of copyrighted images that are needed for classroom purposes cannot be 

obtained ready-made in a timely fashion. If the process of slide making would fail to meet Fair 

Use requirements, the requestor must demonstrate that the copyright owner has granted 

permission. 

 

Display 

 

Copyright ownership of slides and photographs encompasses control over display as well as 

reproduction. However, Section 110 of the Copyright Act of 1976 addresses the display of 

copyrighted slides and photographs in educational settings by allowing “display of a work by 

instructors or pupils in the course of face-to-face teaching activities of a non-profit educational 

institution, in a classroom or similar place devoted to instruction” so long as the copy of the 

artwork was lawfully made. Furthermore, the purpose of the display must be integral to the 

course. 
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EDUCATIONAL MULTIMEDIA 

 

Fair Use Guidelines 

 

Key elements of the Educational Multimedia Fair Use Guidelines are summarized here. The 

Guidelines specify how much of copyright-protected sources may be included in multimedia 

products prepared by students or faculty members for course-related work. Use of larger portions 

requires permission from copyright owners. Creators of multimedia products may prepare a total 

of three copies, one of which is for preservation and replacement purposes only. One of the 

copies may be placed on Library Reserve. An exception is allowed for joint projects: each 

principal creator may retain a copy. Fair Use status expires two years after the first instructional 

use of a particular multimedia product. 

 

Motion Media (Film, video, animation, etc.) 

 Up to 10% or 3 minutes of a source, whichever is less.  

Text 

 Up to 10% or 1000 words of a source, whichever is less. 

 An entire poem of less than 250 words, but no more than 3 poems or excerpts by one 

poet. 

 No more than 5 poems or excerpts from one anthology.  

Music, Lyrics, Music Video 

 Up to 10% but not more than 30 seconds total from an individual work. 

Illustrations, Photographs 

 No more than 5 images by one artist or photographer. 

 No more than 10% or 15 images, whichever is less, from any single published work. 

Numerical Data Sets  

 Up to 10% or 2500 fields or cell entries, whichever is less. 

Internet Sources 

 

Though it can be difficult to determine what is copyright protected and what is in the public 

domain, the multimedia creator is responsible for adhering to copyright law. 
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OPENING SCREEN NOTICE 

 

“Certain materials are included under the fair use exemption of U.S. Copyright Law and have 

been prepared according to the educational multimedia fair use guidelines and are restricted from 

further use.” Credit the sources and display the copyright notice and copyright ownership 

information if shown in the original source. Crediting the source must adequately identify the 

source of the work, giving a full bibliographic description where available (including author, 

title, publisher, and place and date of publication). The copyright notice includes the word 

“Copyright” or the copyright symbol, the name of the copyright holder, and the year of first 

publication. 

 

INTEGRITY OF SOURCES 

 

Any alterations of copyrighted items must be noted. 

 

*Thanks to Wellesley College for sharing these guidelines. 

Sanctions: 

Sanctions are posted online at http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/dmca_band.pdf through the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act. 

  

http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/dmca_band.pdf
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Computer Use and File Sharing: 

 

The Higher Education Authorization Act requires the College annually to prepare and update 

institutional policies and sanctions related to copyright infringement.  Also, the College needs a 

written plan describing how we combat the unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials. 

 

Institutional Policies and Sanctions Related to Copyright Infringement.  Ferrum College’s 

policies and sanctions related to using the College intranet to undertake illegal peer-to-peer file 

sharing are accessible via the “computer usage policy” link on Ferrum’s Information Services 

portal page (http://computer.ferrum.edu).  These policies are also printed in the Student 

Handbook distributed to all students at the beginning of each new academic year.   

 

The policy says (in part) that “The following actions constitute irresponsible and unacceptable 

use of Ferrum College computers, Internet, e-mail, telephones, fax machines, and copiers: 

...sending or receiving copyrighted materials without permission, ...[and] using College 

communication equipment in ways that violate local, state, federal, or international laws or 

statutes.” 

 

The policy describes our sanctions as “The use of Ferrum College computers, its computer 

network, and other forms of communication equipment is a privilege, not a right, and 

inappropriate use will result in disciplinary action by College officials and/or the cancellation of 

those privileges.”  The range of possible disciplinary actions are described in the Student 

Handbook. 

 

Plan for combating the unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials.  We have a two-point 

plan for combating the unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials: education and 

regulated access.  As part of education about copyright, we discourage students from engaging in 

illegal file-sharing during orientation (Student Services) and at the Information Services Help 

Desk (Information Services) and we train faculty and staff on the appropriate use of copyrighted 

materials (Library Services).  As part of restricted access, we severely limit the bandwidth 

available for accessing known file-sharing websites from the College intranet. 

 

Annual updates.  Information Services will annually update institutional policies, plans, and 

sanctions related to illegal infringement of copyright.  We plan to review and update our policies 

by 1 March of every calendar year (in time for inclusion in the new Student Handbook for the 

next academic year). 
 

http://computer.ferrum.edu/

